
again like a Napoleon, extremely early and then going to the gym to do much Asian gymnastic and free style exercises, they all just make you feel very good and ready to face hours on hours of
lecturing. I was in fact a bit set aback from how little knowledge and skills the students have.... I showed them many movies, cult stuff and taught them simple programming... they could very,
very little. I will probably keep writing my fable now on my long way commuting South (missed the previous train for a second).

A pretty good day, sleeping till a more decent hour this time and then soon off to the university, again before anyone else, updating my project, writing again to beautiful Myrthe and then
teaching again and again to large groups of students, coding this time. I really succeeded this time to make them create stuff and learn the skill, at least some of them will keep up and get better, I
am sure. I then late alone in the restaurant since I am sort of already on the way to Myrthe as I am not going back home but came straight to August where I will spend the night. I manage also to
do grocery and cross the town and then, on top of it, Liselott even told me to go do extra shopping, like waterproof clothes for August and so forth. I then took the car with him and drove to a
commercial center. I have to say that I really dislike the whole experience of shopping in these places for accommodated bourgeoisies with fat cars, really makes me violent. I had to come back
to Liselott's apartment to settle my nerves and do some work while August plays video-games with his small neighbours... what a freedom to be off of all that frustration. I am leaving to the
Netherlands early tomorrow... all this rushing for a few days of paradise with my angel...

In the attic, a small room painted white, big windows above the historical center and the ancient cathedral crowning the scene, observing us hugging and saying nice things to each other on the
sofa. To make love we have to move in, at the end of the small room, on the bed where the ancient tower cannot see us and there we lay hours on hours. Time has stopped although the tower
keeps reminding us that time keeps indeed passing. Time has stopped and we are one and I wonder if this is true and wish it could be forever. Myrthe is now cooking for me, never had such
service from anyone, I look at the Gothic tower, the tower looks at me, it is all real but it is a different reality, another poetry, the beginning of a new chapter.

A sunny day of pure love, waking up with Myrthe after a full night of nice sleeping together. She takes so well care of me and I am so not used, having lived alone or as a "slave" for many years.
Are my days of imprisonment over? Have I managed to escape? It was so nice going to Amsterdam with my love today. Now we call us officially boyfriend and girlfriend... just to kiss her in the
sun was so pure and beautiful and we had so much fun together making jokes and really having a good time at the museum of seventeenth century dutch painters absorbing all the works while
loving each other or then later sleeping in a park despite the cold wind or simply doing the grocery pretending to be blind. Little things that makes life so poetic and worth living, this completely
ignoring the art galleries and institutional people and career stuff, just longing for the simple experience with this companion of mine, exchanging sweet thoughts, candies to the soul and keeping
disconnected to the ugliness... just avoiding to watch or hear or talk about it, being love with us and the world. I am in this sense afraid to share Myrthe with people such who have
always something to say. I won't allow anyone to spoil this with their dirty criticism of frustrated being. Myrthe is cooking, I am writing, the sky is blue and the moon almost full, awaiting to
light us on the sofa by the window while we lay and hug.

From the death drive to the pleasure principle? So it feels that at last the answer has been this, to love and love passionately. I am on the airplane now going back to Stockholm... the commuting
again is maybe not ideal but anyway, you get to meet all sort of interesting people, a phobic guy from the Philippines talking about the conspiracy theory and an Arab man, very kind, who shared
his sandwich with me. What unites them and me, I guess, is the fact that we have all moved up north to work and I am all the time reminded how crazy one become in inhuman Nordic and
technological landscape. These heroes are all thinking about retreating, like Napoleon abandoning Moscow after conquering it. Many become crazy, many dies on the journey back, few survive
and can make to a more human dimension where to account about their quest. I have already started my journey back and already found Myrthe, my home. There is allot of adventures ahead
anyway, like our separation ahead, me going to the States for two weeks. I felt so in love during our weekend together, something so filling and completing I have never felt... walking out of
beautiful  Utrecht, lying on a park and keep walking in the sun and heat of a real spring with real green nature, squeezing her on my side, the love of our time. Then joking much, carrying her on
my back on a small hill of the botanical garden and feeling much love again. It is the empathy, the healing empathy, the missing empathy at the base of a love which is often underestimated and
makes human so miserable...  

Life, a chaos right now, but a beautiful chaos, like being at sea, in a real sea, after much tranquility.  Davide is at my place, we have met yesterday right after I landed from beautiful the
Netherlands, really an exotic dream compared to the cold and rainy weather welcoming me here. Davide is an open book, he is worth all the grants the state gives to all these contentless
researcher. This I can say after assisting his almost two hours long lectures ha has delivered to my students. Being so much part of the world and so receptive and productive, makes him a rare
and wonderful source of inspiration. What is most surprising, on top of his natural talent and cultivated spiritualism, is all the theories that pour out of his mouth as natural as a spring from a
mountain. These theories that the Academics have so much hard time to relate to or don't dare to take in consideration because unproven, for him are obvious truths, as obvious as the rising and
setting of the sun, and how many time he has observe that phenomena, and how much that it in his spirit. I heard so many fantastic stories from him... where do you meet such a guy? The world
comes suddenly to you and you ought to honor him as best as you can and so I am covering all his expenses (he used to be the rich one when I visited him in Canada but then these are cycles of
life and one day I will be again poor and out of my platform in order to regain content). Such a nice time with him and all my friends, very few in the end (Davide, Jacek and Jason), people with
whom I have experienced life at different stages. We again conducted more classes together today and I could not really find any time to write to my love Myrthe although the thought of her fills
my heart. I am off to August now, I really want to bring him in town and meet Davide... open up his mind a bit, take them both out to eat (this is the downside of having something small and
remote). 

A quite productive day, waking up again like a Napoleon and taking care of my project in the solitude of the morning to later fill in my tax declaration (it is quite tricky this year with all the
recent selling and buying of apartments) and also managing a laundry. We went to school later Davide and I. He is such source of great adventure stories but also knew all sort of gymnastic
postures once we got to the gym (he taught me even how to stand on my head, like my beloved Myrthe but I ought to train). Later we had again another class together, just repeating yesterday's
classes having the students making a treatment for a music video out of a composition made by Davide with fantastic tunes from all around the world. He is so sharp and really one can tell
experienced in his craft. It was so funny to see him approaching a Chilenin waiter and try to ask her out, what a self-confidence! I later met with Erik, a nice philosophy student and started
planing a bit my summer talking briefly with  about the possibility of being there with August, at their summer place with little  as well, playing on the beach and drying up all the
Nordic gloomy humidity (the weather now is just most terrible). I got also some good news at last being accepted to a conference in Riga and being asked to do a small exhibit for the conference
in Boston, this from Nick Montfort, my old acquaintance and poet. I spent also some nice chatting with Myrthe who got a small contract... it feels good to have both good opportunities and we
are so excited about one another (with Liselott it seemed there were allot of jealous but maybe that was due to the age difference). Davide is now cooking, ought to be with him and here some
more fantastic things from this man, enlighted by the real world, a living treasure!

At August's place, the day being really beautiful and then again waking up super early to first jog (I feel I really need to exercise in all this transition period) and then go to school with both
Davide and Lamin, cutting this amazing figure of an African and an American and an Arab looking (me!) together in Europe. I then had for the whole day students presentations but I was quite
good to go through each of their assignment, a blog they had to keep for a week, inspired by my project. Actually, with all these classes and the time I dedicate for Davide now and Myrthe and
August, I am sort of neglecting my project for a time but I hope to resume all once my American trip will start in two days from now. I will be alone then assuming that Panagiotis will go to
work... ought to contact him as well... woh, I am interacting with so many now when, up to a year ago, I was only by myself... Life have to have these extremes, either totally engaged or totally
neglected by society. Ought to play some with little August now that the spring is finally setting in and he can be outside!

Today is Liselott's birthday, tomorrow morning I will leave for the States very early and so I am heading to August's place again to take care of him somehow. I left my best friends behind, all
there united to listen to Davide's presentation, aside for him, Jacek, Mikael, Henrik and also Ivan, the cream of the cream, all people with such character and talent watching and listening to
Davide's amazing work. So sad to depart from such a crowd but maybe I can convince August to go and sleep at Jacek's place together and I can leave early tomorrow and his mother can pick
him up (she is off to a concert and he stayed at a little friend). Well, I had the morning kind of off today and I could manage to do some project update, pack my stuff for the States, listen to
Davide's amazing stories on the metro (somehow he has a strong drive based more on libido than death as probably me). Than I was briefly checking my mail, spent quite some time to write to
my belove Myrthe and also tell her about what happen yesterday night. It was August, Davide and I feeling the spring and running to the forest, lighting a fire, and telling each other old legends,
then running again with lighted sticks leaving sparkles of stars, while Davide was making the atmosphere even more enchanting by telling us about the time he got in contact with UFO and so
forth.... all so magical but then home was Liselott checking all my love messages with Myrthe on my phone Davide left on August's desk. It was just very good, she turned upset because I
mentioned her, kicked us out, (we had to walk to the metro in the night not have Davide pay the ticket) but then today she apologized and even said she was happy for my new love! So far so
good.. now the United States but I feel I really want to hook up with Davide, I love that guy and he has so much to teach, investing his time to learn new things without discrimination. What an
open mindness this person to whom I changed his life bringing him to the Netherlands a decade ago and who changed my life convincing me and physically taking me here. If everyone would
have such an attitude of learning all the world has to offer, even other people and inspire such a creative love, such an investment in the natural talent people are furnished with. Christ, Davide
should be the model, the Jesus to be followed and with him I guess all others investing do openly on manifesting the magical powers of creative being, the real shamans society so much neglect!

In Cambridge Massachusets, the charming corner of the world that has hosted me and Liselott and August for over a year of our life together, a time of struggle, carrying the shopping chart from
the cheap supermarket to home through the snow yet this struggle seems now to be over somewhat. Today, after a rather fast flight through London in which I tried to put work in my project and
also read Foucalt's explicative essay on technology of the self, Panagiotis, my old Greek classmate, and his boyfriend where there to pick me up. We immediately started talking and immediately,
driving through Boston, I felt really quite nostalgic, as some buried emotions turned up. How much I sweat in this city, walking in each and every corner, with or without August on my side,
crossing every possible diagonal, what an intense time of my life, mostly without a penny. Today instead we went to Whole Food (I missed the quality of these organic supermarkets showing
how America is really a step ahead, post-hippy in a way) and  I bought food for us. We then went to Panagiotis apartment on the 15th floor in the middle of the Harvard campus overlooking the
Charles river. Lovely! They now leave together and I feel rather cool to be with them. James even cooked for us and we sat on the sunny balcony (despite the height!) to eat. We later went out for
an ice cream and sat by the river with all the cherry trees white with flowers (many Chinese students too taking pictures below as if I was in China and what I experience is only the mash up of a
world I have indeed created). We are back in the apartment now, the jet lag is hitting me but I am resisting, tomorrow, supposedly, we are off to a trip to the Canadian boarder (so close to 

where the couple has bought land!

I woke up in the middle of the night, the jet lag, but I was rather productive and went carefully though my project, ordered a portable scanner to digitize the passages of texts I like (instead of
getting frustrated and typing them manually) and even did some drawings despite the configuration (a small and shaky table by the bed in the living room). I also could get in touch with my
beloved Myrthe and the at six went for a long car ride with James and Panagiotis to Vermont. I don't know if I like seating for so long in a car (we drove almost to Canada) and I don't know if I
like such wild and not so spectacular nature (the farmland that used to be there some centuries ago might have been more appealing). We also stopped for a hike at a pond and I have to say that I
did not really enjoy the place, felt also rather uncomfortable as if I perceives some "bad spirits" (I almost stepped on a small snake). We then went to a village, a nice little old village to have
some good organic lunch and the down to a creek where James and Panagiotis own a land and are planning to build a cabin. I immediately gave my opinion and started setting myself to work
cutting small trees and dividing what was goof for firewood and piling up the branches to b discarded and burnt. The proximity to the waterfall made it really nice although I sort of lost my
motivation after a while knowing that that is not my land and I can't decide what to do there (I did propose certain small trees to be cut but again that is not my land). I was also feeling rather
dazing off already in the afternoon and we drove to a bigger university village, a very pleasant place, with good ice cream. The quality of life is really high, rich kids, very good food, nature but I
don't know if I would live in such places, I do need a bit of congestion. It is evening now but more like late night for me coming from Europe, from tomorrow I might start to finally get adjusted,
and can finally spend more intimate time alone in this city which is, with several others, very much part of my heritage.

Seating on the high terrace overlooking the Charles and part of Harvard. This is actually the part I did not explore today, the West part while the East was really crossed. I have been walking in
the sun, fully equipped like a soldier going from place to place, crossing the once familiar neighborhoods in search of a tripod, my riffle. I bought I really good one, I knew the shop on the other
side of town and I new the model. I did not wanted to film from the beginning, I felt so filled with love for the beautiful e-mail correspondence with Myrthe and felt that I should have waited to
be in New York or something but really, when one get into an adventure, in whatever place and with whatever companion, the adventure can just be magic no matter what, the most important
thing is to believe in it (this was probably the issue with my ex). It was magic indeed, I have walked across rivers and found a previously unexplored park, then got into our very first
neighborhood, all the time filming small events, having in mind the various categories of actions and situations I wanted to create. I have got a burrito where August and I once had it after a very
long adventure in the blue hills and then went to another park to eat it. I did get over the jet leg and most importantly I did not have any knee pain despite walking on cement for many hours. I
kept and kept on filming myself, both the director and the actor, til the battery stopped right when I was crossing the river back to the condo where Panagiotis live... ought to help him with
cooking now and keep socializing, be a nice guest... I hope though that tonight beautiful dreams will come after my day as a native (more a Indian native than anything else)! 

Another sunny day, another day completely independent yet with a dominant feeling of estrangement mixed with a slight sadness probably due to the fact that this time I have been walking back
to my old neighborhood, the old run down neighborhood where Liselott, August and I lived a beautiful yet quite tough year of our lives. Probably the sadness came right from the fact that this
time I was alone, August was not on my side holding hand and exploring with me all the smallest and most hidden paths of this beautiful city. As I got to my old university too I felt quite
disappointed by old the new buildings they are constructing and so forth, killing all possible poetry which on the other side is carefully maintained here at Harvard which I am now dominating (I
am writing from Panagiotis' terrace as the sun is setting and also filming meantime). Despite the fact that I am doing allot of work for my project, I sat in a small library but couldn't really get
down to prepare my presentation for the upcoming conference, feeling unmotivated. I shall not be critical though and try to really again envision the potential for a constructive humanity, despite
all the corporative crap. I felt indeed quite low, this morning I also detected a tick in my butt, Panagiotis checked it out (a bit of a sensitive situation since he is homosexual) but it might not be a
tick after all. It might again be the jet lag but it took me some effort to decide to move on with my heavy backpack (I also bought allot of colors for my paintings in the supply store where I used
to get them) and made it to the beautiful Beacon hill, loosing myself in filming nostalgically a place where I used to navigate with little August, to whom later I bought a military jacket, as he
wished in the shop he wished. Also I did not hear from my love Myrthe being there some royal celebration (the queen is giving the throne to her son)... Well, all in all I wish for the good, and
particularly not to end up like many American talents, spiritual people left on the street, drove over by a radical capitalism...

Seating in Panagiotis's studio in the mist of the Harvard campus. Today, once again New England shone in its full splendor and I woke up with vivid dreams and good ideas fro my upcoming
presentation. After updating my project, chatting with sweet Myrthe and doing some stretching in the tennis court, I went off to Somerville this time, a still yet to be resumed direction and it was
indeed a good choice. I once again spent money, mostly on things I know they are hard to fin in Scandinavia, as if I have been waiting for this moment and now I know exactly what to get and
where. All the stuff I am getting is in fact in view of my project, equipment but also a bit of American style casual staff, now that I am acting for my movies. Not to mention through that I always
think of August and Myrthe, to select for them small presents. I did in fact find a nice second hand shop, selling well selected and sorted stuff where I go a a pair of old t-shirts, after which I
bought a salad and walked presumably an old railroad through very nice neighborhood with amazing Victorian houses culminating again in Harvard. There I mixed up with the students and did
really manage to get down my Friday presentation, something I have been thinking about all day, while walking. Rather than pointing fingers and accusing, I got back to my initial style, that of
telling a story, the story of me feeling nostalgic of the city and then roaming around but finally, on my way back in the metro, overhearing an old man complaining of the fact that he used to be
also like me, going west with his camera, but now he can no longer develop his films (the base of my presentation since I will discuss how artistic languages are hindered to develop by a
continuous shift in the technical evolution). Waiting for Panagiotis I wished Myrthe the good night... we really love each other and our hearts are fully open now to get deeply in love now that we
have assured us of the fact that there will not be a sudden drop out from me or her... that would really be heartbreaking. On my way to Panagiotis' studio (it is located in a Victorian villa) there I
saw the old Polish artist Wodiczko for whom I started working when I sat foot in the States. It was thank to him that I begun opening up to more narrative forms such as this diary and my fable
writing. I used to like him allot when I was a student in Canada walking around with my shopping chart, a bit like him, being most emphatic about the emancipated ones. At first I did not dare to
say hi to him but then I saw him seating alone on the porch and went forward to shake my hand and update him. He is also doing his doctorate in Warsaw and told me to keep in touch although I
am not really planning to be in Poland all that much. Today I also got some running gears, stabilizing sneakers (my left foot tend to tilt inward) and a GPS watch to be able to run freely and keep
my speed every 1000 feet... I want to run in the sunset now!

It was sunny again when I woke up and got through all my morning discipline including chatting with my love and gymnastic. I did not however intended to go so much out, just changed a few
quarters for the laundry and got back to the apartment where I filmed myself cooking a lentil soup and doing the laundry. I also talked to  on the phone and kept up with my
presentation but then felt a bit captivated inside. I did not feel good at all of such captivity and finally decided to go out later in the afternoon and just march several miles through the rich West
Cambridge till I got to the fascinating Mount Auburn cemetery. What spirituality these new settler had, how much poetry in such an idyllic landscape. I filmed angels for my angel Myrthe and
revived my walking around there with August (he is no longer subjected to these marches). On top of the tower overlooking the whole of the Boston area, it got really cold and my march back




